Iran demands an end to US nuclear-linked sanctions

The US government has approved new sanctions against Iran, following the US exit from the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) nuclear deal. The sanctions include targeting the Iranian central bank and its financial institutions. This move comes as tensions between the US and Iran have escalated, with both countries accusing each other of breaches of the JCPOA.

**Tehran urges UN to halt ‘economic strangulation by US’**

IRAN: Iran yesterday demanded the UN's top court to suspend US nuclear-linked sanctions against the Islamic Republic. The regime says the sanctions are a violation of international law.

**4 questions on Iran’s challenge to US sanctions**

PARIS: French President Emmanuel Macron yesterday stressed that Iran’s legal challenge against renewed US sanctions at the International Court of Justice "cannot be ignored". The case is the second brought by Tehran against the United States, the two countries have not had diplomatic relations since 1979.

**Tehran hopes for court to suspend US nuclear-linked sanctions against Iran**

THE HAGUE: Iran yesterday demanded the ICJ (the UN’s top court) to suspend US nuclear-linked sanctions against the Islamic Republic. The regime says the sanctions are a violation of international law.

**Stressed, weeping, pilot caused death of 49 passengers in NE Nepal plane crash**

KATHMANDU: An investigation into a deadly plane crash in Nepal’s international airport has blamed the pilot who, according to the report, ‘would not listen’ to crew members’ pleas to reduce its speed and did not carry out the necessary landings. The crash site is located in a treacherous area near the capital, Kathmandu.
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